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EPR study of tetragonal and monoclink Fe3+ centres in 
Rb,ZnF, crystals 

FI Takeuchit, M Arakawat: and H Ebisuf 
t Department of Phyeice, College of Generd Education, Nagoya University, Nagoya 
464-01, Japan 
$ Department of Phsics, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Nagoya 466, Japan 

Received 25 February 1991 

Abstract. EPR measurements have been made on tetragonal and monodinic Fea+ 
centres in RbZnFa at mom temperatures. The line-structure tvms for the mon- 
odinic centre an separated into uniaxial and cubic terms for compartiOn with the 
F&-VK centre in KZnF3 and for the uncompensated tetragonal centn. The mono- 
clinic centre is ascribed to a Fe3+ ion associated with the nearrstRb+ vacaney and 
the principal z-axis is found to be 7- from the [OOl]-axis in the opposite direction to 
that of the Rbt vacancy. Rudovicz’s NCC parameters for the monoclinic Fe3+ and 
C$t centres an examined in relation to the separation of the spin-Hamiltoniad. 
The calculated metal-Ligand distanw and deviation an& for the front and bacL 
Buorhes by Newman’s supe-ition model are in good agreement with, respectively, 
the distances for the uncompensated centre and angles for the Fe’+-v~ centre in 
KZnFs d e t d n e d  from ”F-ENDOR measurements. The relationship between the 
br and the axial and cubic parameters obtained by the superposition model a~ 
similar to those obtained from the spimHamiltonian separation. 

1. Introduction 

Many studies of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) have been devoted to under- 
standing the local environments around substitutional magnetic ion sites in crystals 
using the fine-structure parameters b:. As prohe ions trivalent chromium, iron and 
gadolinium ions are superior to  divalent vanadium, manganese or europium ions be- 
cause of their large fine-structure and small hyperfine splittings (Aleksandrov et ai 
1985, Miller and Berlinger 1985, Vaills and Buzard 1987, Arakawa et al 1988b). Aow- 
ever, the identification of magnetic impurity centres with low symmetries, such as 
orthorhombic or monoclinic ones, from the values of b: parameters are often difficult 
unless appropriate analyses are made on them. 

As described in Abragam and Bleaney (1970, p 372), in traditional EPR stud- 
ies the tetragonal and trigonal fine-structure terms in the spin-Hamiltonians for ions 
with S 2 2 are separated analytically into uniaxial and cubic symmetry terms. In 
previous works (Takeuchi et ai 1982, 1987b, Arakawa et ai 1986,1988a), we extended 
this analytical method to centres with orthorhombic symmetry up to the sixth-rank 
terms. We originally called the analytical method ‘spin-Hamiltonian separation’ when 
it was applied to fine-structure terms with symmetries lower than tetragonal or trig- 
onal. Using spin-Hamiltonian separation we can separate the fine-structure terms for 
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orthorhombic or monoclinic symmetries into several terms with strict uniaxial and cu- 
bic symmetries. In some cases where several relationships between the fine-structure 
parameters are assumed this can only be done approximately. 

The spin-Hamiltonian separation method has the following aspects. 
(1) It is useful to identify the magnetic impurity centres, especially charge- 

compensated centres with low symmetries, such as the Cr3+ centres in CszCdC14 
(Takeuchi and Arakawa 1983) where several ambiguities over the signs and directions 
of the principal-axes of the fine-structure terms were left in the original work by Kay 
and McPherson (1981). The signs of the fine-structure parameters obtained at high 
temperatures, where the depopulation effect cannot be used to determine the signs, 
can be deduced as described in this work, and the direction of a charge-compensator 
relative to those of the principal axes of the fine-structure terms can be obtained 
using spin-Hamiltonian separation. We also successfully separated the fine-structure 
terms of trivalent chromium and gadolinium centres in K2NiFrlike layered perovskite 
fluorides into uniaxial and cubic terms, where each uniaxial parameter was in good 
agreement with either one for the uncompensated centre in the same matrix crystal 
or one for the charge-compensated centre in cubic perovskite crystal. 

(2) The good agreement between the axial parameters for the centre studied with 
those for the corresponding centres prompted us to use Newman'ssuperposition model 
(hereafter denoted SPM). For a computer-fitting calculation of SPM analysis in sixfold- 
coordinated complexes, the number of accurately-determined fine-structure parame- 
ters is usually much less than the number of independent fitting parameters consisting 
of Ri,Bi,& (i = 1, ..., 6). So, the computer-fitting calculation may not be success- 
ful without some model for the ligand configuration. Spin-Hamiltonian separation 
suggests a reasonable model of ligand configuration for SPM analysis. 

(3) It does not make any assumptions such as the superposition of single ligand 
contributions or particular dependence of fine-structure parameters to metal-ligand 
distances as is made in SPM, although the result of spin-Hamiltonian separation can 
be derived within the framework of SPM when an appropriate ligand configuration is 
assumed. 

(4) Recently, the formula for the rotational transformation properties of the ex- 
tended Stevens operators was made available by Rudowicz (1985). This has enabled 
us to extend the spin-Hamiltonian separation method to the fourth- and sixth-rank 
fine-structure terms. 

In the present work, we will report the results from EPR measurements for tetrage 
nal and monoclinic Fe3+ centres in layered-perovskite Rb,ZnF, crystals. In section 3.1, 
the tetragonal centre will be identified from the spectrum and spin-Hamiltonian pa- 
rameters as the uncompensated Feat centre. The field-direction dependence of the 
EPR spectrum from the monoclinic centre showed two maximum spreads with the 
greatest range for resonant magnetic field values along the directions with small tilt 
angles about f7" from the [001]-direction in the (IlO)-plane among all external field 
directions (section 3.2). For the identification of the monoclinic centre, we will apply 
spin-Hamiltonian separation to its fine-structure terms up to the fourth rank in sec- 
tion 4.1. Although the tilt angle of the principal z-axis is smaU compared with that of 
the Cr3+-VK centres in KzZnF4 (Takeuchi et al 1982, Takeuchi 1983), the monoclinic 
centre will be identified as the Fe3+ centre associated with the nearest-Rbt vacancy. 
I t  will be found from the sign of the tilt angle that the principal z-axis is declined from 
the crystalline [OOI]-axis by about 7" in the opposite direction to the R b t  vacancy in 
contrast to  the C$+-VK centres. 
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Recently, Rudowiu (1988a, 1988b, 1989) proposed a net-charge-compensation 
(NCC) model as an alternative to spin-Hamiltonian separation and applied it to the 
orthorhombic CP+ centres in layered perovskite fluorides. In section 4.2, the relation- 
ship between the Rudowica's NCC model and that of spin-Hamiltonian separation will 
be discussed. 

Zn" 

@ Rb' 

0 F- 

0 

Figure 1. Uait cell of KzNiFI-like layered perovsliite mmpunds 

The SPM was first proposed to explain the fine-structure parameters br determined 
by EPR measurements on rare-earth ions mostly in oxide crystals using assumed ligand 
configurations (Newman 1971, Newman and Urban 1975). It was later extended to 
the transition-metal ions, especially to 3d5 ions in oxides (Newman and Siegel 1976, 
Siegel and Muller 1979, Muller and Berlinger 1985). As for the transition-metal ions 
in fluoride crystals, several studies (Murrieta el a1 1979, 1980) have reported SPM 
has been successfully applied to Fe3+ ions in perovskite fluorides. In a recent work 
(Takeuchi et a/ 1987a), we reported EPR results for tetragonal Fe3+ centres in cubic 
perovskite RbCdF, and CsCdF, crystals, where the fine-structure terms were analysed 
by SPM. From a simultaneous fitting of the second- and fourth-rank fine-structure 
parameters, we determined the metal-ligand distances and SPM parameters which 
are consistent with the previously reported values for the Fe3+ centres in perovskite 
fluorides by Murrieta et a1 (1980). For an examination of whether SPM parameters are 
applicable to other fluorides, the layered perovskite Rb,ZnF, crystals are appropriate. 
It will be shown in section 4.3 that the separation of the monoclinic fine-structure 
terms in the spin-Hamiltonian separation analysis corresponds to the separation of 
the monoclinic ligand configuration in the SPM analysis. The metal-ligand distances 
and deviation angles for ligand fluorines will be calculated using the SPM. The results 
will be discussed in comparison with the electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) 
data for the Fe3+-V, and the Cr3+-V, centres in KZnF, (Krebs and Jeck 1972, 
Takeuchi et a1 1982, Takeuchi 1983) in section 5. 

2. Experimental procedures 

The Rb2ZnF4 crystal has a K,NiF4-like layered perovskite structure. The tetragonal 
unit cell with space group D i i  is shown in figure 1, where the fluorine octahedron is 
slightly distorted along the crystalline c-axis. 
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Single crystals doped with Fe3+ ions (about 1 mol%) were grown by the flux 
method using the Bridgman technique. Starting mixtures of RbF and ZnF, powders 
were heated to 900°C to yield liquid mixtures under an argon atmosphere. Then the 
temperatures were lowered to 65O0C with a cooling rate of 1O'C h-*. The crystals 
obtained were cleaved in the c-plane. The measurements were made at room temper- 
atures using a JESFElXG ESR spectrometer operating in the X-band at the Centre 
for Instrumental Analysis at Nagoya Institute of Technology. The x-ray irradiations 
were performed using a Cu tube operating at 40 kV and 20 mA. The numerical com- 
putations were performed by the computer at the Computation Centre at Nagoya 
University. 

3. Results 

3.1. Telmgonal centre 

The EPR spectrum observed from a tetragonal Fe3+ centre in Rb2ZnF4 shows the 
greatest spread in the [001]-direction and has a slight field-direction dependence with 
r / 2  period in the (001)-plane (hereafter called centre I). The intensity of the signals 
enhanced by x-ray irradiation for about 20 h at room temperature as shown with 
mark I in figure 2, where the magnetic field is parallel to the [OOlj-axis. It was found 
by absorptiometry analysis that the as-grown crystal contains Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in 
the ratio of about 21. The enhancement of the signals shows that some Fe2+ ions 
changed to Fe3+ ions. 

I I I 3 I 
1 0  2Q 30 40 5 0  6 0  

H (kGl 

Figure 2. EPR spectra of the tetragonal (I) and monoclinic (U) Fe3+ centres in 
RbZnF+ observed at 290 K with H 11 [Ool] from an s%-n crystal: (s) before 
x-ray irradiation and ( b )  after irradiation for about 20 h at mom temperature. 

The EPR spectra from Fe3+ centres can be described by the following spin- 
Hamiltonian: 
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where the electronic spin S = 5/2 and p is Bohr magneton. The Stevens operators 
0: with even m and @ are defined in Abragam and Bleaney (1970) and those with 
m = 1 are derived from the definition of extended Stevens operators by Rudowicz 
(1985) aa follows: 

0: = {S,S,}, 0: = {s,[7s: - {1+ 3S(S + l))S,]),. (2) 

For centre I the z,y and z axes are chosen to he parallel to the crystalline a , b  
and c axes, respectively (hereafter called the (obc)-coordinate system). The spin- 
Hamiltonians with tetragonal symmetry including the terms with m = 0 and 4 only 
were fitted to the resonance fields using the direct matrix-diagonalization method on 
a computer. The values obtained for the parameters are listed in table 1. 

Figure 3. Coordinate systems (a )  A, ( b )  B and (e) C in which the spin-Hsmiltoni- 
m described. ( d )  The configurstim of the monoclinic Fe3+ centn in RbZnFh 
identified in the text and the coordinate system with vanishi= b:. 

By using the transformation properties of the Stevens operators shown by Rudow- 
icz (1985), the equivalent operator 0: + 50: written in the (obc)-coordinate system 
can be transformed into the following form in the coordinate system B in figure 3(6): 

f(15c4 - 10cZ - 1)Ot + 10sc(3cZ - 5)@ + ( 3 2  - 1)[-1Osc0: + 5s20,2 + $(ea - 3)0:] 

where c = cos9 and 8 = sinrp. Therefore, we can separate the fine-structure terms 
into uniaxial terms (1/3)b2,09, (1/60)b4,0: and a cubic term either (1/60)b4,(0: - 
50;) for a tetragonal centre in the coordinate system A in figure 3(a) or 
(1/60)b4,[(-2/3)0~ - (40\/2/3)@] for a trigonal centre in the coordinate system C 
in figure 3(c). The axial and cubic parameters can be calculated as 

b,, = b: b4a = b t  - b:/5 brc = b:/5 

for the tetragonal centre and 

b,, = b i  b4a = bt  - b:/(20&) b,, = (-3/40\/2)b: 
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for the trigonal centre. We select a positive sign for b4s for centre I in the same way as 
that used for the cubic Fe3+ centre in KZnF, (b, = +26.35 x IO-, cm-l) in Jeck and 
Krebs (1972). By this selection the signs of b,” for centre I are determined uniquely 
as listed in table 1. The calculated values of the axial (b,,,n = 2,4) and cubic (b,c) 
parameters for centre I are listed in table 2 together with the values for the trigonal 
Fe3+-VK centre in cubic perovskite KZnF,. The parameters obtained for centre I 
in Rb,ZnF, have values similar to those for the tetragonal Fe3+-V, centre in cubic 
perovskite RbCdF, reported in Takeuchi et a1 (1987a). However the signs for b,, are 
opposite to those for the trigonal Fe3+-VK centre in cubic perovskite KZnF,. All 
three centres have similar values forb,, and the ratios b4JbZa(cz -0.013 to -0.014). 

From symmetry and the values obtained for the parameters, centre I may be 
identified as the uncompensated Fe3$ centre where the Fe3+ ion is substituted for 
a Zn2+ ion and is not associated with any charge compensators in its immediate 
neighbourhood. 

3.2. Monoclinic centre 

In some Rb,ZnF,:Fe3+ crystals a spectrum from a Fe3+ centre with monoclinic sym- 
metry C,, was observed (hereafter called centre 11) as shown in figure 2. When the 
magnetic field is parallel to the [OOl]-direction, the total spread of the spectrum is 
larger than that for centre I. Each signal is split further when the magnetic field is 
rotated from the [001]-direction. The field-direction dependence of the highest-field 
line on magnetic field in the (ilO)-plane is shown in figure 4. Two branches, marked 
a, and %, have peaks with tilt angles about &7’ away from the [001]-direction, re- 
spectively. In these directions the spread of the spectrum shows the greatest range of 
resonant magnetic field values among all external field directions. The branch marked 
b has a peak in the [OOl]-direction. The field-direction dependence on the magnetic 
field in the (001)-plane is shown in figure 5, where the spectrum with period a shows 
maximum and minimum spreads in this plane in the [110]- and [IlO]-directions, re- 
spectively, and a enmover in the [010]-direction, although the maximum spread of the 
spectrum is smaller than that for the [001]-direction. 

As the spectrum shows the greatest spread in the field direction near the [OOl]-axis 
in the (Il0)-plane, we describe the spectrum in the coordinate system A with the z- 
and z-axes in the symmetry plane. Considering the features of this spectrum, we fit it 
by a spin-Hamiltonian with monoclinic finestructure terms where all possible m(2  0) 
appear. The off-diagonal Zeeman term is omitted. The optimum parameters obtained 
are listed in table 1. As the parameter b$ for a cubic centre is negative in the coordinate 
system A, we choose a negative sign for b: for centre I1 which gives uniquely the signs 
of parameters br with even m. We must be careful to fit the parameters b r  with odd 
m in the coordinate system A because their signs are fitted independently of those with 
even m, although the relative signs of b r  within odd m can be uniquely determined. 
The signs of parameters b r  with odd m will be determined using spin-Hamiltonian 
separation in the following section. 

4. Analyses 

4.1. Spin-Hamiltonian separation for centre II 
The appearance of the spectrum shown in figure 4 with small tilt angles of &7O is 
similar to  that for the low-temperature phase. of K,CdF,: Cr3+ previously reported 
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Figure 4. Field-direction dependence of the highest-fiekl Line for the monoclinic 
Fe3+ centre (centre II) about the [OOl]-axis with H in the (ilO)-plane. Full curves 
M cslculstcd using the spin-Hamiltonian parametag listed in table 1. 
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Figure 5. Field-dimction dependence of the monoclinic Fe3+ centre with H in the 
(001>pIane. Full curves are calculated using the spin-Hamiltonian parameters listed 
in table 1. 

(Arakawa el a/ 198813). However, in the present crystal, the possibility of structural 
phase transition producing low symmetry in the matrix crystal is excluded by the 
existence of centre I at the temperature investigated. So, the spectrum of centre I1 
suggests the existence ofsome kind of charge-compensator in the (110)- or (110)-plane 
in the tetragonal phase of the matrix crystal. Identifying centre I1 with the greatest 
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spread in the direction close to the [OOl]-axis may be difficult to attain instantly from 
the finestructure parameters obtained unless they are analysed further. 

Here, we apply spin-Hamiltonian separation by assuming the existence of the 
nearest-Rbt vacancy in the (il0)- or (110)-plane as a charge compensator. We try 
to separate the monoclinic fine-structure terms into: a cubic term; uniaxial terms 
with parameters b,,(,), b4*(,)  along the crystalline [001]-axis; and ones with parame 
ters b2,(,), b44.(2) along the z-axis of the coordinate system C. Then, the finestructure 
terms for centre I1 described in the coordinate system A can be separated as follows: 

are the Stevens operators denoted in coordinate system C. Equation (3) 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

for even m and 

for odd m. Since the fine-structure terms with eight fine-structure parameters b r  are 
roughly expressed by the terms with only five new parameters, three relationships- 
b$ = 2 d b ;  and b: = - f i b !  = (fi/?)b:-are assumed, although the experimental 
relative errors are very large for b:,b$ and b:. Hereafter in the discussion we use 
the parameters 6," with even m and b:, as these have small experimental relative 
errors except for small b:. In table 2 ,  the values of bn,,(,), b,+) and b4, calculated by 
equation (4) are listed together with the values of the related Fe3+ centres. As for the 
Cr3+-V, centre in K,ZnF, (Takeuchi et ol 1982), each value of the parameters h a  
the same sign and a similar magnitude to that for the corresponding centre. From 
these results the monoclinic Fe3+ centre in Rb,ZnF, may be identified as a nearest- 
Rb+-vacancy associated centre. 

As seen from table 2, the positive sign for b,, shows that the selection of a negative 
sign for bj  made in the preceding section was correct. As for the signs of b," with odd 
m, the positive 6; gives a positive value for the ratio b i / b i  = +2.7, and negative b; 
gives a negative one. Since the positive value is almost same as the value 2 & ( ~  +2.8) 
expected from equations (4) and (5), a positive b; is reasonable. So, the absolute signs 
of b p  with odd m can be determined as the upper signs in table 1. 

Spin-Hamiltonian separation can describe the small tilt angles of the direction 
where the spectrum shows the greatest spread. Using the transformation properties 
of the Stevens operators given by Rudowicz (1985), we can transform the second- 
rank fine-structure terms (;) b y 0 7  described in the coordinate system A into ones 
described in the coordinate system B where the term ( ; ) b l O i  vanishes. The following 
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relationship must be satisfied among the tilt angle p and the parameter br in the 
coordinate system A: 

(6) 

Since 3b;-b; c 0 and b i  > 0 as previously determined, the angle pshould be negative. 
The second-rank spin-Hamiltonian parameters and the tilt angle determined in the 
coordinate system B with vanishing 6: are as follows: 

b: E -557.0(5) x lo-' cm-' b; = +199.0 x cm-' p = -6.92(4)" 

The result indicates that the direction where the spectrum shows the greatest spread 
is declined away from the [OOl]-axiS by a small angle of about 7O toward the opposite 
direction to the Rb" vacancy as shown in figure 3(d ) .  

Since the spin-Hamiltonian for the Cr3+-V, centre in K,ZnF, was analysed by 
the use of the perturbation method in the previous work (Takeuchi e l  a/ 1982), 
we determine the spin-Hamiltonian parameters more accurately by direct matrix- 
diagonalization method. The results are as follows: 

g, = 1.9744(2) g, = 1.9737(4) g, = 1.9721(2) 

bi = -1874.5(5) x cm-' 6; = -289.5(5) x cm-' p = +43.92(5)0. 

From these values for the Cr3+ centre we can obtain the values of b'& 6; and 6$ in the 
coordinate system A by the use of the rotational properties of OT. The parameters 
bza(l) and 62a(2) are listed in table 2. The agreement of these with those of the 
corresponding centres is also good in the monoclinic Cr3+ centre. The contrast features 
of p for the Fe3+ and Cr3+ ions will be discussed in relation to the ratio bz,,(1)/62,,(2) 
in section 5. 

4.2. Relalaonship of the NCC model with spin-Hamiltonian sepamtion 

Rudowicz (1988a, 1988b, 1989) proposed a net-chargecompensation (NCC) model to 
describe the net effect of a charge compensator on the finestructure terms in only one 
coordinate system. We have already reported on the relationship between the NCC 
parameters and spin-Hamiltonian separation for orthorhombic Cr3' and Gd3+ centres 
(Takeuchi et a/ 1987b, Arakawa e l  a/ 1988a). Here, we show the relationship between 
the monoclinic Fe3+ and Cr3+ centres. 

In the NCC model the difference between the finestructure terms for the monoclinic 
centre (11) and ones for the uncompensated centre (I) can be expressed as follows: 

where 0; and {Or} are the Stevens operators denoted in the coordinate systems A 
and C, respectively; and 6r(I) are the parameters for centre I. Then, the second-rank 
NCC parameters hi'' are given by the following relationships: 

' - b  - Z.a(Z) - %(a) b;' = -2JZ[dza(1) - $dZ,(Z)I 6; ' - d  - %(I) + $Z.(2) 

(8) 
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where 

The parameter d2+) represents the deviation of the uniaxial parameter for centre I1 
from that for centre I due to the relaxation effect caused by the charge compensator. 
The parameter d2+) represents the deviation of centre I1 from the spin-Hamiltonian 
separation scheme as it vanishes when the relation b;/b; = 2 4  is strictly satisfied. 
Each contribution from b2,(,), d 2 s ( l )  and dza(2) must be examined separately in the 
discussion of NcC parameters. The calculated values of bLm are listed in table 3. Each 
contribution from d2,,(,) in b; or b z  for the CPt centre is larger than that for the 
Fe3+ centre and suggests the existence of a larger relaxation effect for the Cr3+ centre 
by the charge compensator. The contributions from d2a(2) are less in the Fe3+ centre 
relative to those in the Cr3+ centre, where they are comparable with the Contributions 
from dZa( , ) .  It can be explained from table 3 that the separated parameters b2,,(2) for 
the Fe3+ and Cr3+ ions have similar values to those for the cqrrresponding trigonal 
centres in spite of the large magnitudes of the NCC parameters b i ,  as the contribution 
to b? from bza(2) is dominant. 

Table 3. Valuer of the second-rank NCC parameters bim for RbzZnF4:Fe3+-V~b 
and K ~ Z ~ F ~ : W + - V K  centres. Units in m-'. 

Term in d2.(2) Total 

-17.9 +167.7 
t25.3 +421.8 
+17.9 -122.3 

-207.9 -1780.6 
+294.0 +888.8 
t207.9 -2.4 

4.3. SPM calculations for ligand configumtions 

As mentioned in section 4.1, it is found by spin-Hamiltonian separation analysis that 
the tetragonal and monoclinic centres are, respectively, the uncompensated and V,- 
associated substitutional Fe3+ centres. Furthermore, the axial parameters of centre I1 
are in good agreement with those of the corresponding centres. These results prompt 
us to try the SPM analysis for these centres, and suggest reasonable ligand configura- 
tions for both centres. 

Previously, from EPR and "F-ENDOR results we considered that the local environ- 
ment of the Cr3+-V, centres in K2ZnF4 and K2MgF4 may be explained by the ligand 
configuration shown in figure 4 in Takeuchi et  a1 (1982), where each ligand deviates 
in the planes of the perovskite cell in a direction opposite to that of the Kt vacancy. 
We assume a similar configuration C, for the FeF, cluster in the Fe3+-VRb centre 
as shown in figure 6 ( a ) ,  where the metal-ligand distances are RI for F' ions and R, 
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for F" ions and the deviation angles are a for the front fluorines (numbered 1, 2, 3) 
and p for back fluorines (4, 5, 6). The related configurations C,, C,, C, shown in 
figures 6(6) ,  (c), and (d) have environments similar to centre I in Rb,ZnF, and the 
VK-associated centre and cubic centre in KZnF3, respectively. 

~~ 

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ 

I D 1  I bI 

I C 1  Id1 

Figure 6. (a) Assumed configuration Ci for the FeJ+-Vnb centre in FibzZnF, and 
dated (a )  tetragonal Cz, (c)  trigonal C3 and ( d )  cubic C4 c ~ f i g u r a t i ~ n ~ .  

Table 4. The numerical factom pj and qj  detined in egUAthI (12). 

In SPM, the spin-Hamiltonian parameters b r  are assumed to be calculated: 

6 

b? = C6,(Ri)K;(0i,+i) (10) 
i= l  

where KF(ei, 4i) are the coordination factors for the ith ligands with polar coordinates 
(Ri, Bi,, +i). Furthermore, the intrinsic parameters 6,(R;) are assumed to be expressed 
by a singleexponential law: 
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where & denotes the reference distances. Then, the fine-structure parameters b r  for 
the present monoclinic configuration C ,  are expressed in the SPM as follows: 

5 

b? = x f j ( ( U , P ) { P j [ 6 , ( R i )  -$,(%)I + qj&ARz)) (12) 
j =  1 

where the functions fj(a, 8) are defined as 

f t ( a ,P )= l  f , ( a , P ) = ~ o s i n a - c o s P s i n P  

f3(a,P) = sin2a+sinZp f4(a,P) = coscrsin3a - cosPsin3P (13) 
f5(a,P) =sin4a+sin4p.  

The numerical factors pi and qj are listed in table 4. When a = P = 0 in equa- 
tion (13, we obtain the expressions for the tetragonal configuration C,, where the 
axial terms result from radial distortion of the fluorine octahedron. When R, = % in 
equation (12), we obtain the expressions for the trigonal configuration C,, where the 
axial terms result from angular distortion of the fluorine octahedron. The expression 
for the cubic configuration C ,  is obtained when a = 0 = 0 and all distances are R,. 
When we denote the parameters for the configurations C , ,  C, ,  C3, C f  by b?, bT(C,), 
br (C3) ,  6?(C4), respectively, in the coordinate system A, the followlng relationships 
hold: 

5 

b? = ~ ? ( C Z )  + b?(Cd - b?(C4) + C P j f j ( @ , P ) F n ( R , )  - k ( R z ) I .  (14) 
j = 2  

The third term represents the cancellation out of the cubic expression from C,, as 
other cubic expression appears from C,. The terms in the summation are cross terms 
of radial and angular distortions, and have the orders of 

L(R0)  ' t"(0 - PI(% - R d / R ,  

or higher for small a and p as the expansions 

01 En(%) tn(a2 + P2)(Rz - R I ) / %  

U R i )  - k(W E ~ ( R o )  L(Rz  - R I ) / &  

hold for small (%-RI) /&.  They are much smaller than the dominant terms br (C , )  
or b:(C3). Thus, the monoclinic configuration C ,  is obtained by removingthe cubic 
configuration C,  from the superposition of tetragonal C ,  and trigonal C3 configura- 
tions in the approximation where the small radial-angular cross terms are neglected. 
When we define the parameters as 

bna(1) = 2FJn(Ri) -L(Rz)I  

bo(,) = -%PJzfi - f3 lURa)  

b q z )  = ~ 1 2 3 z f i  + 6f3 - 7 a f 4  - 7f&4(Rz) 
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and neglect the radial-angular crcm terms, relationships similar to equations (4) and 
(5) obtained by spin-Hamiltonian separation analysis are derived again within the 
framework of SPM. 

Here, we calculate the values R, ,&o and p for centres II and I in Rb,ZnF, 
and VK-asaociated centre in KZnF3 assuming their configurations to be C1, C, and 
C,, respectively. In order to estimate the distances and angles, we use the following 
values for the intrinsic parameters and power-law exponents for the common reference 
distance 4 = 1.950 A for n = 2 and 4 calculated from the values of equation (9) in 
Takeuchi el aZ(1987): 

&(R,,) = (-116OA 70) x lo-' em-' 

6,(R,) = (t8.4 rt 1.1) x IO-, em-' 

t ,  = 8.0 f 0.2 

t ,  = 14.0 f 0.5. 
(16) 

The results are listed in table 5. 

Tables. CdcuIatedvduesofRt, %,a,pand b p u r i n g t h c s ~ ~ .  Coordinatesystems 
M A, (obc) and C for the centre II, coltre I in RbZnF,  and Fe3t-VK centre in 
KZnFs, resp-lively. Units in A for distances, deg for angles and lo-' on-' for br. 

RbZnF4:centre II 
Cal 1.934 1.994 2.9 0.5 -536 +499 +154 f27.8 - -107 
EXP - - - -  -543.5 +449 +185.5 + 2 7 6  - -103 
RbzZnF4:centre I 
Cal 1.933 1.976 - - -403 - - +29.4 - +122 
Exo -403.3 - - +19.7 - C121.5 - - - -  
K 2 n F ~ : F e ~ t - v ~  
C d  1.981 1.981 2.9 1.5 t103  - - ~ -15 -444 - - - $106 -~ ~- - -13 -37F - 

+103.4 - - -16.5 -429.9 - 
C O  - 
Expb - - - -  

a M h c t a  cf nl (1983) 
Krebs and Jeck (1972). 
The sign of b: is changed from that in Murrieta cf e/ (1980) 119 the coordinate 

system is rotated from their one about the z-axis by sn an& n. 

5. Discussions 

In A,MF, crystals two monovalent cations exist along the [001]- and [OOII-directions 
around a M2+ site in place of the divalent cations in contrast to cubic perovskite 
crystals AMF,. The tetragonal symmetry of the crystal structure may be reflected in 
the relaxed configuration of ligand fluorin= in the uncompensated impurity centres. 
As seen from table 5, the SPM analysis of the fine-structure terms for centre I shows 
the tetragonal compression of the ligand octahedron along the c-axis. So, in the 
V,,-assocated centre in Rb2ZnF4, it may be expected that a compression along the 
c-axis will be added to the trigonally-distorted ligand octahedron. In section 4.1, we 
successfully separated the monoclinic finestructure terms into terms with tetragonal, 
trigonal and cubic symmetries. The separated parameters are in good agreement with 
those of the corresponding centres. 
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As seen from table 2, the parameters bz,,(l) for both the monodinic Fe3+ centre in 
Rb,ZnF, and the monoclinic Cr3+ centre in K,ZnF, have negative signs and similar 
magnitudes. In contrast to b,,(,), bZa(,) and the deviation angle 9 for the Fe3+ centre 
have different magnitudes and inverse signs compared with those for the Cr3f centres, 
where the principal z-axis is close to the direction to the Kt-vacancy (p = 43.920). 
As the direction of the principal z-axis is related to the ratio bza(l)/b20(2) (Takeuchi et 
al 1982), it can be explained by spin-Hamiltonian separation that the small negative 
tilt angle (p = -6.92') for the Fe3+ centre is due to the small positive b2a(2). 

By the "F-ENDOR measurement for the Cr3+-VK centre in K,ZnF, the deviation 
angles have been determined to be CY = 8.7' for the front fluorines and p =  3.0' for 
the back fluorines (Takeuchi et al 1982). For the trigonal Fe3+-VK centre in KZnF, 
the deviation angles were determined from the I9F-ffiNDOR measurements by Krebs 
and Jeck (1972) as CY = 2.P and @ = 1.1' which is small compared with those of the 
Cr3+ centre. Murrieta et al(1980) calculated the fine-st,ructure terms for the trigonal 
Fe3+-VK centres in KZnF, and KMgF, by SPM, assuming a model where the fluorines 
deviate in the planes of the perovskite unit cell of host crystals. From our refined 
calculation where the metal-ligand distances R, and 4 are fitted independently to 
the deviation angles in SPM analysis, the deviation angles for the Fe3+-VK centre in 
KZnF, were obtained to be: a = 2.9' and p = 1.5'; in good agreement with the 
ENDOR results for this centre. The deviation angles (I = 2.9' and ,O = 0.5' for the 
Fe3+-V,, centre in Rb2ZnF, obtained by SPM analysis may be reasonable as they are 
close to the values for the Fe3+-VK centre in KZnF,. 

6. Conclusions 

Centre I with tetragonal symmetry about the e-axis has been identified as the uncom- 
pensated Fe3+ centre. Centre 11 with monoclinic symmetry is identified to be the sub- 
stitutional Fe3+ centre associated with a nearest Rbt-vacancy using spin-Hamiltonian 
separation. The signs of 'p and br with odd m are determined by spin-Hamiltonian s e p  
aration. It is found from these parameters that the direction where tbespectrum of the 
monoclinic centre shows the greatest spread is declined away from the [001]-axis by a 
small angle of abopt 7 O  in a direction opposite to  that of the Rb t  vacancy. Rudowica's 
NCC parameters b,"' for the monoclinic centres contain two contributions from relax- 
ation effects in I I , ~ ( ~ )  by the charge compensator and deviation from spin-Hamiltonian 
separation scheme in d,,(,), except for the contributions from the parameters b2a(z). 
It is suggested from larger contributions in that the Cr3+-VK centre in K2ZnF4 
are more affected by the charge compensator compared with the Fe3+-V, centre in 
Rb2ZnF,. The metal-ligand distances and deviation angles of ligand fluorines are 
calculated by the use of superposition model. The distances and angles obtained are 
consistent with the corresponding centres and in good agreement with the "F-ENDOR 
data reported for the Fe3+-VK centres in KZnF,. The expressions for the assumed 
monoclinic configuration are separated into the tetragonal, trigonal and cubic confign- 
rations in the approximation where the small radial-angular cross terms are neglected. 
The relationships between the uniaxial and cubic parameters and b r  are also derived 
from the SPM analysis in the same approximation. 
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